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ABSTRACT
Within the information overload on the web and the di-
versity of the user interests, it is increasingly difficult for
search engines to satisfy the user information needs. Per-
sonalized search tackles this problem by considering the user
profile during the search. This paper describes a personal-
ized search approach involving a semantic graph-based user
profile issued from ontology. User profile refers to the user
interest in a specific search session defined as a sequence of
related queries. It is built using a score propagation that
activates a set of semantically related concepts and main-
tained in the same search session using a graph-based merg-
ing scheme. We also define a session boundary recognition
mechanism based on tracking changes in the dominant con-
cepts held by the user profile relatively to a new submitted
query using the Kendall rank correlation measure. Then,
personalization is achieved by re-ranking the search results
of related queries using the user profile. Our experimen-
tal evaluation is carried out using the HARD 2003 TREC
collection and shows that our approach is effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most existing search engines are classical content-based

systems characterized by ”one size fits all”approaches, where
the information retrieval (IR) process is based on the query-
document matching pattern. Such pattern provides the same
results for the same keyword queries even though these lat-
ter are submitted by different users with different intentions.
For example, the keyword query python may refer to python
as a snake as well as the python programming language.
Personalized IR has become a promising area for disam-
biguating the web search and therefore improving retrieval
effectiveness by modeling the user profile by his interests and
preferences. User profile could be inferred from the whole
search history to model long term user interests [7] or from
the recent search history to model short term user inter-
ests [6]. Mining short term user interests in a personalized
retrieval task requires a session boundary mechanism that
allows grouping related queries together. The UCAIR sys-
tem [6] identifies session boundaries using a semantic similar-
ity measure between successive queries using term relations.
Concerning the representation model, user interests could be
represented as a set of keyword vectors or class vectors [7], a
set of concepts [3] or an instance of predefined ontology [2,5].
Indeed, ontology provides a highly expressive ground for de-
scribing user interests and a rich variety of interrelations
among them and allows encountering new topics of inter-
ests.
In this paper, we describe a personalized search approach
that represents the user profile as a weighted graph of se-
mantically related concepts of predefined ontology, namely
the ODP1. The user profile is built by accumulating graph
based query profiles in the same search session. We define
also a session boundary recognition mechanism that allows
using the appropriate user profile to re-rank search results
of queries allocated in the same search session.
Unlike previously cited work, our approach has several new
features. First, the user profile is represented as a graph of
the most relevant concepts of ontology in a specific search
session and not as an instance of the entire ontology [2]. This
allows using the most suitable user interest to personalize
the search. Second, we build a single user interest across

1http://www.dmoz.org



related queries using a session boundary recognition mecha-
nism based on a topical dependant similarity measure. The
user interest is built for a single query in [5] where the issue
of related queries is not tackled in real web environment.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we describe our approach for building and maintain-
ing the ontological user profile and setting a session bound-
ary recognition mechanism. In section 3, we present our
search personalization method. The experimental evalua-
tion and results are presented in section 4. In the final sec-
tion, we present our conclusion and plan for future work.

2. BUILDING THE USER PROFILE OVER
A SEARCH SESSION

We build and maintain the user profile by aggregating
graph based query profiles in the same search session. We
define a search session S at time s as a sequence of related
search activities performed by queries

{

q0, .., qs−1, qs
}

sub-
mitted respectively at time {0, .., s − 1, s}. The user profile
has a hierarchical (tree) component made of ”is-a” links, and
a non hierarchical component made of cross links of differ-
ent types predefined in the ontology, namely the ODP, de-
fined as a directed graph G=(V,E). Figure 1 illustrates an
example of a user profile inferred from the ODP ontology
and corresponding to the computer language programming
interest. Building the user profile could be detailed in three
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Figure 1: A Portion of an ontological user profile

main stages: (1) building the query profile over a search ac-
tivity, (2) initializing and maintaining the user profile over
a search session, (3) detecting a possible session boundary
when a new query is submitted.

2.1 Building the query profile over a search
activity

Our query profiling begins by collecting the user’s doc-
uments of interest Ds returned with respect to query qs

submitted at time s. We assume that a document retrieved
by the search engine with respect to a query is relevant if it
generates some observable user behaviors (page dwell time,
click through, saving, printing etc). We create the query
context Ks as being the centroid of the documents in Ds.
The weight of term t in Ks is computed as follows:

Ks(t) =
1

|Ds|

∑

d∈Ds

wtd (1)

where wtd is the weight of term t in document d computed
as: wtd = tf ∗ log(n/nt) where tf is the frequency term
in document d, n is the total number of documents in the
test collection and nt is the number of documents containing

term t.
Then, we map the query context Ks on the ODP ontology
using the cosine similarity measure. Each concept cj of the
ontology is represented as a single term vector ~cj issued from
the web pages classified under this concept as described in
previous work [1]. Given a concept cj its similarity score

with ~Ks is computed as follows:

score(cj) = cos(~cj , ~Ks) (2)

We obtain an initial weighted concept set, called θs. Based
on this set, we infer the query profile using one-hop score
propagation. We present in Algorithm 1 the process of in-
ferring the graph-based query profile. Our intuition behind
this algorithm is to represent the user interest as a graph of
semantically related concepts located in different portions
of the ontology. Score propagation activates semantically

Algorithm 1 Building a graph-based ontological query pro-
file using a score propagation strategy

input: θs an initial set of activated concepts
output: Gs

q = (V sq, Esq) the query profile
θs = {c1, c2, .., cn}, ListGraphs = ∅
for each concept ci ∈ θs do

Queuei = {ci}
//initialization of the graph induced by concept ci

Gi = (Vi, Ei), Vi = Vi ∪ {ci} , Ei = ∅, w(Gi) = score(ci)
while Queuei.HasElement() do

cj = Queuei.PopElement()
//extract all linked concepts (is-a, symbolic, related)
ℓj = GetLinkedConcepts(cj)
for each concept ck ∈ ℓj do

if ejk ∈ S the edge type is symbolic then

α = αS

else if ejk ∈ R the edge type is related then

α = αR

end if

//score propagation pattern for all linked concepts
score(ck) = (α ∗ score(cj) + score(ck))/(α + 1)
Vi = Vi ∪ ck, Ei = Ei ∪ ejk, w(Gi) = w(Gi) +
score(ck)
if ck ∈ θs then

θs = θs − {ck}
Queue.PushElement(ck)

end if

end for

end while

ListGraphs = ListGraphs ∪ {Gi}
end for

//if there are graphs Gm, Gn having common concepts
for each Gm, Gn ∈ ListGraphs do

if Vm ∩ Vn 6= ∅ then

Em = Em ∪ En, Vm = Vm ∪ Vn, w(Gm) = w(Gm) +
w(Gn) // merge the graphs together

end if

end for

Gs
q = argmaxGi∈ListGraphs(w(Gi));

related concepts through both hierarchical and cross links
of the ontology in order to induce a single graph or discon-
nected concept-based graphs. We re-use the edge weight
setting adopted in [4] in our score propagation as follows:
wij = αS for eij ∈ S ∪ T , wij = αR for eij ∈ R, where



eij is the edge linking the concept i to the concept j. We
set αS = 1 because symbolic links seem to be treated as
first-class link ”is-a” in the ODP web interface, and we set
αR = 0.5 because related links are treated differently on the
ODP web interface, labeled as ”see also” topics. Each con-
cept ci propagates its weight to all its linked concepts ck and
interrelated concepts are grouped together in order to induce
a single weighted graph Gi. The query profile is represented
finally by the most relevant graph among the created ones.
Indeed, we assume that the most relevant graph has greater
number of related concepts, initially weighted or activated
according to the ontology. For this aim, we define a graph
relevance estimation based on summing the weights of the
concept nodes of the graph.

2.2 Initializing and maintaining the user pro-
file over a search session

The user profile G0
u is initialized by the graph-based onto-

logical profile G0
q of the first query submitted in the search

session. We maintain the user profile in the same search
session when new submitted query qs+1 is correlated to the
current user profile Gs

u. User profile maintaining process is
based on merging Gs

u and Gs+1
q as follows:

• accumulating the weights of possible common concepts
which allows bringing them to the top of the user pro-
file representation.

• adding nodes and edges to the user profile, which al-
lows taking into account all possible concepts in which
the user has shown interest in the search session.

2.3 Detecting session boundary
We propose a session boundary recognition method us-

ing the Kendall rank correlation measure that quantifies the
conceptual correlation ∆I between the user profile Gs

u and
the query qs+1. We choose a threshold σ and believe the
queries are from the same session if the similarity is above
the threshold.
Here, the term based query vector ~qs+1

t (where terms are
weighted according to their frequency in the query) is mapped
onto the ontology in order to represent the concept vector
~qs+1
c . We adopt a context-sensitive query weighting scheme

by introducing the query frequency (QF ) in the current

search session, in order to rank concepts in the top of ~qs+1
c

when they are close to the user profile. Indeed, query vector
~qs+1
c =< w1, w2, .., wi, ... > is computed as follows:

wi = CW (qs+1, ci) ∗ QF (ci) (3)

where the CW and QF are defined as:

QF (ci) =
|~q|S

< |~q|S , ci >
, CW (qs+1, ci) = cos( ~qs+1

t , ~ci) (4)

|~q|S is the total number of related queries submitted in

search session S, < |~q|S , ci > is the number of user pro-
files built in the session S and containing concept ci.
Thus, the similarity ∆I is computed as follows.

∆I = ( ~qs+1
c o ~Gs

u) =

∑

ci

∑

cj
Scicj

( ~qs+1
c ) × Scicj

( ~Gs
u)

√

∑

ci

∑

cj
S2

cicj
( ~qs+1

c ) ×
∑

ci

∑

cj
S2

cicj
( ~Gs

u)

(5)

Scicj
(~v) = sign(~v(ci) − ~v(cj)) =

~v(ci) − ~v(cj)

|~v(ci) − ~v(cj)|

Where, ci and cj are two concepts issued from both the

query and the user profile, ~qs+1
c (ci) (resp. ~Gs

u(ci)) is the

weight of the concept ci in ~qs+1
c (resp. ~Gs

u). The correlation
values ∆I are in the range of [-1 1], where a value closer to
-1 means that the query and the user profile are not similar,
and a value closer to 1 means that they are very related.

3. SEARCH PERSONALIZATION
We personalized search results of query qs+1 in the same

search session using the user profile Gs
u by combining for

each retrieved result dk, the initial score Si and a contextual
score Sc as follows:

Sf (dk) = γ ∗ Si(q, dk) + (1 − γ) ∗ Sc(dk, Gs) (6)

0 < γ < 1

The contextual score Sc of result dk is computed using the
cosine similarity measure between the result dk and the con-
cepts of the user profile Gs

u as follows:

Sc(dk, Gs
u) =

1

h

∑

j=1..h

score(cj) ∗ cos( ~dk, ~cj) (7)

Where cj is a concept in the user profile, score(cj) is the
weight of concept cj in the user profile Gs

u.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Data sets
Since the queries of average web users tend to be short and

ambiguous, we used query topics provided by TREC2 2003
HARD Track. As our approach requires a session based
evaluation setup, we simulate a search session by a single
topic and related queries by creating three subtopics of the
main topic. For each topic we selected randomly a relevant
document set called the profile set provided by TREC data.
This set is divided into equally-sized three subsets. We cre-
ated the centroid vector of each profile subset using formula
(3) and built the sub-topics from the top three terms of each
centroid vector. In our search experiments, the relevant doc-
uments of a subtopic are those of its associated topic and the
profile sets of all the topics are excluded from evaluation.
In order to validate the reliability of the generated subtopics,
we computed first the percentage of relevant overlapping
documents returned by the system with respect to the subtopics
comparatively to their main topic and proved that subtopics
contain significant terms able to return common relevant
documents with the main topic. Moreover, we compute
the percentage of average non-overlapping documents over
the Top-n results (Top-20 and Top-50) returned by the sys-
tem between the subtopics themselves and proved that even
though the subtopics were built from the same topic, they
do not return same documents (average non-overlapping es-
timated higher than 40% at Top-20).

4.2 Experimental design and results
In order to evaluate the search personalization effective-

ness independently of the session boundary recognition, we

2Text REtrieval Conference:http://trec.nist.gov



divided the HARD topics into two topic sets. The first one
is a training topic set used to identify the optimal session
boundary threshold value σ. The second one is a test topic
set used for testing our personalized approach.

4.2.1 Evaluating the session boundary recognition
mechanism

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the accuracy
of the session boundary recognition mechanism and identify
the best threshold value σ. For this aim, we define a real
evaluation scenario that consists of simulating search ses-
sions by aligning successively 15 main topics of the HARD
track along a training subtopic sequence. We define a criti-
cal subtopic sequence by aligning successively the most cor-
related topics in order to test our system using a threshold
value issued from the most difficult query sequence.
We computed the Kendall correlations between each subtopic
and the user profile built across subtopics related the same
topic and obtained values in [−0.6 + 0.01]. Figure 2 shows
the Kendall correlation values presented on the Y-axis com-
puted along the training subtopic sequence presented on the
X-axis. Subtopics are assigned by the number of the topic
dotted by the number of the subtopic {1, 2, 3}.
A correct session boundary is marked by a vertical line. We
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Figure 2: Kendall correlation values computed

across a subtopic sequence

notice that when the correlation degree of a subtopic tend to
be very low, the probability of detecting a session boundary
becomes high.
To evaluate the session boundary recognition accuracy, we
define two measures: the precision Pintra(σ) of allocating
related queries into the same search session and the preci-
sion Pinter(σ) of detecting correct session boundaries using
a threshold value σ. They are defined as follows:

Pintra(σ) =
|RQ|

|TRQ|
, Pinter(σ) =

|BQ|

|TBQ|
(8)

Where |RQ| is the number of queries identified as correctly
correlated and |TRQ| is the total number of correlated queries.
|BQ| is the number of the correctly identified session bound-
aries and |TBQ| is the total number of session boundaries.
The optimal threshold value is identified for the maximum
value of the product of both measures that maximizes their
accuracy measures as follows:

σ = argmaxσ(Pintra(σ) ∗ Pinter(σ)) (9)

We show in figure 3 the accuracy of the Kendall correlation
measure with varying σ in [−0.6 + 0.01] range values. In
our training subtopic sequence, there are 14 session bound-
aries (TBQ =14) and 30 correlated subtopics (TRQ=30,

where two correlated subtopics must be encountered per
topic). Results show that −0.34 is the best σ value max-
imizing Pintra at 53.33% and Pinter at 85.71%.
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Figure 3: Kendall correlation accuracy as a result of

varying the threshold value

4.2.2 Evaluating search personalization
We evaluate our personalized approach on a test subtopic

sequence on one hand, and on the test topic set on the other
hand. We compare the standard search (using only the
query ignoring any user profile) to the personalized search
(performed using the query and the user profile). Our base-
line search is based on the BM25 relevance scoring formula
given as follows:

wtd = tfd ×
log(n−nt+0.5

nt+0.5
)

K1 × ((1 − b) + b × dl
avgdl

) + tf
(10)

where tfd is the frequency of term t in document d, n is
the total number of documents in the test document collec-
tion and nt is the number of documents containing term t,
K1 = 2 and b = 0.75. We fix γ at the value 0.3 in the formula
(6) and h = 3 in formula (7). We have shown in prelimi-
nary experiments that this value is the best value among
the range of values [0.1 0.9], achieving the higest retrieval
performance. Evaluation measures are the Top-n precision
and Top-n recall computed as follows:

Top−nRecall =
RelDocn

RelDoctotal

, T op−nPrecision =
RelDocn

n
(11)

where RelDocn is the number of relevant documents within
the top n search results, RelDoctotal is the total number of
relevant documents for the given subtopic, by excluding the
profile set of its topic.

(A) Evaluating search personalization on the subtopics
With respect to the ordered numbers of the topics done by
HARD TREC, we aligned the associated subtopics randomly
in the test subtopic sequence. The evaluation scenario con-
sists of using the value (σ = −0.34) in the session boundary
recognition and create the user profile by merging the query
profiles in the same search session. We obtained a precision
of allocating related search activities in the same search ses-
sion equal to 71.42% and a precision of detecting session
boundaries on the test subtopic sequence equal to 40.47%.
Figure 4 shows the average Top-n precision and Top-n re-
call achieved by the personalized search comparatively to
the standard one on the test subtopic sequence.
We see that personalized search achieves higher retrieval
precision and recall comparatively to the standard search.
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Figure 4: Average Top-n recall and Top-n precision

comparaison between the personalized search and

the standard search on the subtopic sequence

The improvement in both Top-n precision and Top-n re-
call is significant at 5% level. Maximum improvements are
11.95% and 23.62% achieved respectively at average top-70
precision and at average top-10 recall. Results proved that
personalizing search using the ontological user profile built
across related search activities improves the search accuracy
of queries allocated in the same search session.

(B) Evaluating search personalization on the topics
We evaluate the effectiveness of search personalization on
a topic using the user profile created across its subtopics.
We present in figures 5 the Top-n precision and Top-n re-
call achieved by the personalized search comparatively to
the standard search averaged over the topic set. The per-
centage of improvement of personalized search is 66.7% and
188.24% achieved respectively at average Top-10 precision
and average Top-10 recall. Our evaluation results confirm
that difficult queries that were intentionally selected from
the HARD topics of TREC, perform better retrieval preci-
sion when the search results are re-ranked using the related
user profile, especially in the top ranked documents.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We presented in this paper an approach for personaliz-

ing search using a graph based user profile. The user pro-
file refers to the user interest in a particular search session
and is built by aggregating related graph-based query pro-
files. We also defined a session boundary recognition mech-
anism that allows re-ranking the search results of queries
allocated in the same search session using the user profile.
Our experimental evaluation is carried out using the TREC
2003 HARD TRACK. Evaluation results show that our ses-
sion boundary recognition mechanism achieves significant
accuracy. Furthermore, our personalized search approach
achieves significant precision improvement compared to the
standard search. In future work, we plan to learn a user
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Figure 5: Average Top-n recall and Top-n precision

comparaison between the personalized search and

the standard search on the HARD topics

profile including diversity of user interests and evaluate the
accuracy of the user profile. Moreover, we plan to define an
adaptive session boundary threshold value and evaluate our
session boundary recognition measures using real user data
provided by web search engine log file.
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